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Abstract—In this paper, a slotless three-phase tubular perma-
nent magnet generator applied to vibration energy harvesting in
automotive suspensions is considered. A two-dimensional finite
element method model of the harvester is created as well as an ex-
perimental setup, containing the generator. Signal decomposition
utilizing Fourier series is applied to suspension displacement data
and the resulting signal components are applied to the model. The
individual responses of the model are superposed, from which
the corresponding harvested energy is derived. Comparisons are
made with measurements on the setup that act as reference to
determine the error of the harmonic reconstruction.

Index Terms—Vibration energy harvesting, Fourier decompo-
sition analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing electrification of automobiles and their
functionalities, active electromechanical suspension solutions
have gained popularity [1], [2]. These devices apply active
forces on the wheel to counter road irregularities, resulting
in improved comfort and safety [3]. An additional benefit
from such electromechanical devices is the fact that they are
able to recuperate part of the energy that is dissipated in
passive systems [4]–[6]. For accurate modeling and design
of such a vibration harvester Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
has to be conducted, evaluated and intensively iterated to
analyze the energy harvesting capabilities of the generator
under different road conditions. However, road profile data is
chaotic in nature, resulting in the need of fine time-stepping to
account for all the frequencies and transient phenomena, which
represents a massive computational effort. Hence, analysis by
means of harmonic separation and superposition is preferred to
lower the time needed to get simulation results. Unfortunately,
due to the non-linear material characteristics as well as induced
eddy currents in the harvester, this is usually not possible
without leading to some inaccuracies [7].

This paper quantifies the error of applying superposition
of harmonics to a non-linear problem: the slotless tubular
permanent magnet machine, as described in [8], is consid-
ered for vibration energy harvesting in automotive suspen-
sion applications. In the back-iron of the tubular permanent
magnet generator (TPMG) a slit is located to connect the
phase wires to the power electronic unit, hence, breaking the
axisymmetry and leading to a non-linear problem. Indeed, the
eddy current path is blocked and the magnetic loading of
the device is influenced. The input suspension displacement
data is decomposed in its harmonics using Fourier series.

The individual components are applied to a transient 2D non-
linear finite element method (FEM) model of the TPMG
and superposition of the resulting induced emf per harmonic
yields meaningful output data, from which harvested energy is
calculated. Comparisons are made with measurements on the
experimental setup.

II. METHOD

The modeling framework to reduce the FEA simulation
time for systems with chaotic input profiles consists of the
decomposition of the input according to Fourier transforms.
Furthermore, reconstruction of simulation outputs is performed
by linear superposition, combined with a sideband prediction
algorithm to account for the existence of higher harmonic
content.

A. Assumptions

The TPMG is placed in parallel with the suspension system
in a quarter car situation, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Here, Mu,
is the unsprung or wheel mass, Ms,q , represents the sprung
or the quarter car body mass, ka, and, da, are the spring and
damping coefficients of the suspension system, kt, is the spring
constant of the tire and, z, is the suspension displacement due
to the road vibrations. The influence of the generator dynamics
on the suspension displacement is neglected. Additionally, the
power electronics of the harvester are modeled as a resistive
circuit, which is illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of (a) the quarter car system with the generator
parallel to the suspension system and (b) the considered power electronics
circuit.



B. Signal decomposition

The suspension displacement data, measured in [3], is used
as input for the system. The measurement noise is filtered by
limiting the frequency range of the input profile to what cor-
responds to the operation range of the vehicle. The operation
range of the vehicle is defined by the sprung mass resonant
frequency

fs =
1

2π

√
ka
Ms,q

, (1)

and the unsprung mass resonant frequency

fu =
1

2π

√
kt
Mu

. (2)

The mechanical parameters correspond to the values described
in [3], [8]. A window of the filtered data is selected in such
a way that the first and the last time-step of the displacement
profile are equal, indicating a periodic signal, as this guaran-
tees better accuracy of the Fourier transform [9].

The filtered and windowed signal, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
is transformed to the frequency domain by applying the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. From the resulting
frequency spectrum, given by Fig. 2(b), each frequency com-
ponent is extracted and transformed back to the time domain
using the inverse FFT. As an example, Fig. 3(a) shows the
frequency components that belong to the 4 harmonics with
the most signal energy in red. Fig. 3(b) provides the resulting
harmonics after the inverse FFT.

Each harmonic still has the same sampling as the original
signal, but due to the periodicity the harmonics can be reduced
to a single period, lowering the amount of time-steps. Addi-
tionally, these single period sinusoids can be down-sampled
according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, which
states that the individual harmonics can be represented by at

Fig. 2. (a) Filtered and windowed input displacement signal over time (b)
the corresponding frequency spectrum.

Fig. 3. (a) Frequency spectrum of the input signal with the frequency
components of the first four harmonics indicated in red (b) the resulting
harmonic waveforms of the suspension displacement.

least a number of samples that is equal to twice the highest
significant frequency component

ns = 2fu. (3)

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the truncation of the harmonics to their
single period form, while Fig. 4(b) depicts the down-sampling
according to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem. By applying this
approach the aforementioned input displacement signal, that
consists of roughly 2000 time-steps, can be simulated utilizing
29 harmonics that combined consists of approximately 800
time-steps: a reduction of factor 2.5. A discrepancy

ε =
1

|ûref |

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
1

(uref − urecon)2, (4)

Fig. 4. (a) Number of time-steps per harmonic shortened to a single period (b)
Number of time-steps per truncated harmonic with additional down-sampling.



of 1.9% is induced, where, uref , is the reference signal,
urecon, the reconstructed signal utilizing the harmonic decom-
position, ûref , is the maximum value of the reference signal
and, N , is the number of time-steps of the signals.

C. Reconstruction

Each of the resulting 29 harmonics of the suspension
displacement are applied to transient simulations in FEA
software [10], which results in 29 induced emf waveforms
within the phase windings of the harvester. These 29 emf
responses are added together using linear superposition to
yield a single emf response that corresponds to the original
suspension displacement.

The single phase emf response in a coreless linear machine
is given by

e = km v cos(
πz

τp
), (5)

where, km, is the motor constant, v, the speed that relates to
the suspension displacement and, τp, is the pole pitch of the
harvester. Additionally, both, z, and, v, are single frequency
sinusoids for each suspension displacement harmonic and,
thus, the frequency spectrum of the resulting emf waveform
will contain a fundamental and possibly a third frequency
component. However, for the reference suspension displace-
ment profile both, z, and, v, will be a sum of sinusoids with
different frequencies, meaning that higher harmonic content,
or sidebands, exist due to the interaction of the suspension
displacement and the resulting speed of the mover. This higher
harmonic content will not be represented by the simulations
of the individual harmonics. Hence, for proper reconstruction
this higher harmonic content has to be predicted and added to
the linear superposition. As an example, an input suspension
displacement that is a sum of two sinusoids is considered. The
single phase emf response is rewritten to

e = (a cos(x) + b cos(y)) cos(c sin(x) + d sin(y)). (6)

Here, c, and, d, are substitutes as in

c =
πA1

τp
, (7)

d =
πA2

τp
, (8)

where, A1, and, A2, are the amplitudes of the displacement
sinusoids. Furthermore, the angular frequencies over time are

x = 2πf1t, (9)
y = 2πf2t, (10)

where, f1, and, f2, are the frequencies of the individual
components. a, and, b, are the amplitudes of the cosine as
in

a = km 2π f1A1, (11)
b = km 2π f2A2. (12)

A Taylor’s approximation of degree 4 of a cosine function

cos(T ) = 1− T 2

2!
+
T 4

4!
+O(T 4), (13)

is applied to the second cosine term of (6), where

T = c sin(x) + d sin(y). (14)

The first three resulting Taylor terms are represented by

T1 = (a cos(x) + b cos(y)), (15)

T2 = −(a cos(x) + b cos(y))
(c sin(x) + d sin(y))2

2!
, (16)

T3 = (a cos(x) + b cos(y))
(c sin(x) + d sin(y))4

4!
. (17)

By rewriting these terms the higher harmonic content due to
the speed-displacement interaction is found. As an example
the second term, T2, is rewritten to

T2 =− (ac
2

8 + ad2

4 ) cos(x) + (ac
2

8 ) cos(3x)

+ (ad
2

8 −
bcd
4 ) cos(x− 2y) + ( bc

2

8 −
acd
4 ) cos(2x− y)

− ( bc
2

4 −
bd2

8 ) cos(y) + ( bd
2

8 ) cos(3y)

+ ( bc
2

8 + acd
4 ) cos(2x+ y) + ( bcd4 + ad2

8 ) cos(x+ 2y).

(18)

From (18) it becomes clear that, according to the second Taylor
term, the frequency spectrum of the emf response consists
of two fundamentals at frequencies, x, and, y, two third
harmonics at frequencies, 3x, and, 3y, and four sidebands at
frequencies, x−2y, 2x−y, 2x+y, and, x+2y. By extending
this approach to all Taylor terms for the 29 components of
the suspension displacement of Fig. 2(a) the prediction of the
higher harmonic content is realized and added to the linear
superposition.

III. VALIDATION

To validate the algorithm for the simulation of chaotic road
profile data a transient 2D FEM model of the harvester is
produced. Also, an experimental setup that consists of the
generator is constructed.

A. FEM model

Using the dimensions, parameters and materials of the
TPMG in [8], a transient 2D FEM model of the harvester is
created. A single period of the TPMG is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The full device consists of 6 periods and the number of pole
pairs is 8.5. Furthermore, the end-effects and the non-linear
material characteristics are included in the FEM model. The
eddy currents are excluded from the model, as [8] states that
the influence of the slit is negligible on the magnetic loading.
By applying the same profile to the FEM model as what is
used for validation measurements in [8], the accuracy of the
model is derived. The induced emf waveforms correspond in
shape and are close in magnitude as a discrepancy of 1.6% is
observed, utilizing (4). Hence, the FEM model is validated.

B. Horizontal setup

Additionally, a horizontal setup, as shown in Fig. 6 is
assembled to perform experimental measurements acting as
reference, since all the non-linearities are present in the setup.
The TPMG is directly coupled to a tubular actuator that is
controlled by a driver unit. Suspension displacement profiles
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Fig. 5. Schematic of a single period of the TPMG.

Fig. 6. Front and back view of the setup. 1 indicates the tubular actuator that
is used to recreate the suspension displacement waveform, 2 is the TPMG
that is used as the harvester together with measurement equipment, 3 is the
driver unit that controls the tubular actuator.

can be uploaded unto the driver unit from a PC. The driver
ensures the commutation of the actuator to allow for the
simulation of the data with a tracking error less than 1mm.
Due to the mechanical connection, the movement will induce
emf in the phase windings of the harvester, which is measured
using a dSPACE system. Additionally, an optical encoder
measures the displacement and the speed of the generator,
while a loadcell coupled to the moving part allows for the
measurement of the accompanying forces.

Fig. 7 shows the induced emf waveforms of the generator
according to the FEM model, as well as measurements by the
setup, when the displacement profile of Fig. 2(a) is considered.
A deviation of 5% is observed between the FEM model and
the setup.

From the emf waveforms the harvested energy can be
derived

E =

∫ T

0

3e2(t)

4Rphase
dt, (19)

where, Rphase, is the phase resistance of the generator. To
maximize the harvested energy, impedance matching is applied
to the load resistance of the harvester circuit of Fig. 1(b) [7].

Fig. 7. Comparison of the emf responses of the harvester over time between
the FEM model and the setup related to the suspension displacement profile
of Fig. 2(a).

The emf waveform and the corresponding harvested energy
obtained from the setup act as reference for the decomposition
algorithm.

C. Algorithm accuracy

With the emf and energy references known from the setup,
the accuracy of the harmonic approximation (HA) algorithm
can be verified. Table I summarizes the harvested energies
obtained by the different methods together with their errors,
while Fig. 8(a) compares the reference emf response from
the setup with the result of the linear superposition of the
29 individual profiles, utilizing the FEM model. Additionally,
Fig. 8(b) adds the sideband prediction. Furthermore, Fig. 9
provides the related frequency spectrums.

From the table and the figures it becomes clear that only
the linear superposition of the 29 individual emf responses
induces large error. This is caused by the large amount of
frequency interaction due to the non-linearity of the reference
input profile, which cannot be represented by the individual
harmonics. Therefore, when the sideband prediction algorithm
is implemented, the results are very promising.

Moreover, by applying the algorithm to a linear case, the
reduction of the number of time-steps can be increased to a
factor 60, while a discrepancy of 5.8% is observed in the emf
waveform.

TABLE I
HARVESTED ENERGIES FOR THE REFERENCE PROFILE AND THE TWO

ALGORITHM APPROACHES TOGETHER WITH THEIR ERRORS.

Signal Energy [J] Emf error [%] Energy error [%]
Setup reference 275.8 - -

HA 498.6 26.7 80.8
HA + Sidebands 289.8 7.5 5.1



Fig. 8. Comparison between the reference emf waveform and the linear
superposition of the responses of the individual harmonics, (a) without
sideband prediction and (b) with sideband prediction.

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrums of (a) the reference profile, (b) the linear
superposition of the 29 emf waveforms and (c) the linear superposition with
the sideband prediction added.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the numerical error induced by using su-
perposition of harmonics to speed up FEA simulations for a
non-linear system has been investigated. Harmonic decompo-
sition based on Fourier series has been applied to measured
suspension displacement data and the resulting signal com-
ponents are taken as input for a 2D transient FEM model
of a vibration energy harvester. The outputs of the harmonic
simulations are reconstructed utilizing linear superposition in
combination with a sidebands prediction algorithm. The final
results are compared with an experimental setup to quantify
the accuracy of the harmonic superposition. A difference of
7.5% is observed in the induced emf waveforms, together with
5.1% discrepancy in harvested energies, while simulation time
is reduced with a factor of 2.5 utilizing the same transient

solver. This can be increased to a factor 60 for linear cases,
with a discrepancy of 5.8% in terms of emf.
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